All organisms must acquire nutrients from the ambient environment to survive. In animals, the need to eat has driven the evolution of a rich array of complex foodrelated behaviours that ensure appropriate nutrient intake in diverse niches. Here, we review some of the neural and genetic components that contribute to the regulation of food-related behaviour in invertebrates, with emphasis on mechanisms that are conserved throughout various taxa and activities. We focus on synthesizing neurobiological and genetic approaches into a neurogenetic framework that explains foodrelated behaviour as the product of interactions between neural substrates, genes and internal and external environments.
Introduction to food-related behaviours All life must acquire organic and inorganic substrates as fuel and raw material for energetic, metabolic and physiological processes. Whereas many plants synthesize their constituent organic compounds from carbon dioxide, water and sunlight, animals enact a heterotrophic strategy to gain necessary nutrients. In turn, they have evolved an impressive array of behaviours to detect, capture and ingest food. Broadly, food-related behaviour can be defined as actions elicited in response to hunger or the perception of food, therefore including food-searching activities, intake and post-ingestive behaviours. Multiple internal and external cues influence whether an animal is searching for food or eating at any given time. A major internal parameter is the level of hunger, which is governed by a milieu of regulatory factors interacting within an elaborate homeostatic system [1, 2] . External factors include abundance and distribution of food, competitors, risk of predation, season and time of day. In humans, the decision to eat is complicated further by psychological and cultural factors. Owing to the breadth of contributing factors, food-related behaviour represents a rich interface that has been characterized from several different perspectives, including the ecological [3, 4] A comprehensive description of any behaviour requires insight into the pattern and functioning of the neural circuits that underlie expression of the behaviour. Circuit output, which is often modifiable through experience, depends on parameters such as neuronal membrane properties, neuronal connections and modes of synaptic transmission. Each of these characteristics in turn emerges out of interactions between the environment and genes encoding the myriad of humoral, intercellular and intracellular factors that direct nervous system activity. Examples of molecular players important for representation of behaviour in the nervous system include signalling molecules, receptors, ion channels, intracellular transduction components, and regulators of transcription and protein synthesis.
In the past, the fields of behavioural neurobiology and behavioural genetics have advanced mostly separately, although both have benefited greatly from studies in invertebrates. Neurobiologists have used the small and tractable neural circuits of insects, crustaceans and molluscs, and geneticists have exploited Drosophila melanogaster and Caenorhabditis elegans for their short generation times, high fecundities, high-resolution genetic maps, sequenced genomes and ease of genetic manipulation. From both neural and genetic perspectives, a common theme emerging across invertebrates is the conservation of central regulators of feeding. Nevertheless, owing to the different systems employed in each field, comprehensive models of feeding behaviour have been elusive. For example, although the neuronal dynamics necessary for various ingestion and post-ingestion behaviours have been modelled exquisitely in some invertebrates, little is known of the genetic mechanisms that regulate the development and function of the underlying circuitry. By contrast, genetic analysis of food-related activities in other species has uncovered genes and pathways important for food-search and food-intake behaviours, but a neural context for gene function is lacking owing to the unavailability of circuit information.
In this article, we focus on integration, both mechanistically, in emphasizing the evolutionary conservation of neural and genetic regulators of food-related behaviour across invertebrate species, and practically, in proposing the uniting of neurobiological and genetic paradigms to build neurogenetic (see Glossary) models of feeding behaviour. For the former, invertebrate neural central pattern generators (CPGs) and intracellular cGMPdependent signalling pathways are striking examples of conserved regulators. For the latter, the analysis of gene function in systems traditionally not associated with genetic techniques should help in understanding the relationships between genes, neural substrates and behaviour. As an example of how a neurogenetic synthesis
